SCANCO BAR CODE SUITE

The Scanco Bar Code Suite includes
hardware and software solutions providing
distributors, manufacturers, and other Sage
MAS 90 and 200 customers with integrated
bar code technologies to streamline their
warehouse and production operations.
Key features include:
■

Modern Windows CE.NET and Windows
Mobile technologies.

■

Available with radio frequency and
tablet PC hardware from leading
vendors including Intermec, Symbol
Technologies, and other major
manufacturers.

■

Includes printers and label design
software for both bar code symbology
and RFID tags.

Automate inventory physical counts, purchase order receiving, bill of materials assembly and
disassembly, sales order shipping and other business processes when you use Scanco's integrated bar
code suite to automate data entry. The bundled hardware and software suite is provided by Scanco,
the bar code vendor of choice for Sage MAS 90 and Sage MAS 200 ERP Bar Code module customers.

Founded in 1988, Scanco is a leading
provider of automated data collection
hardware and software for Sage MAS 90
and Sage MAS 200 ERP systems.

The Sage MAS 90 and 200 Bar Code module, coupled with Scanco's Bar Code suite, allows
distributors, manufacturers, and other companies with high volumes of inventory, shipment, or
manufacturing transactions to leverage modern Windows CE.NET and Windows Mobile technologies
to streamline their operations. Many customers realize a return on investment immediately.

www.scanco.com
877-722-6261

Bar code technology is a cornerstone of integrated supply chain management and warehouse
systems. The Scanco Bar Code suite integrates with StarShip, the Sage MAS 90 and 200 shipping
module, as well as many third-party applications including multi-bin solutions, electronic data
interchance (EDI), and more.
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About Scanco:

Scanco's Bar Code suite enables your employees to quickly capture inventory receipts, shipments, and
work order material issues, sales order entry, and other Sage MAS 90 and 200 business transactions
reducing time-consuming data entry and costly human error. With one mouse-click, data flows from
the bar code system to the Sage MAS 90 and 200 database for processing.

Sage MAS 90 and Sage MAS 200
Scanco Bar Code Suite
“...I started the bar code process thinking that it would save me a few hours
over our manual inventory process. Inventory counts used to take 144 man
hours then an additional 35 man hours to enter the inventory. Inventory counts
with the Scanco handhelds now take about 15 man hours start to finish. The
data is uploaded to Sage MAS 200 with the click of a button. This investment
paid for itself on the very first inventory. I don't know why I waited so long!”
Ralph Turner, General Manager
Industrial Electric Services

FEATURES

Hardware Options

Any handheld devices running Pocket PC, Windows CE.NET, or Windows Mobile operating system can be used with the Scanco Bar Code
suite. In addition, portable radio frequency devices from major manufacturers like Intermec and Symbol Technologies are commonly
deployed with the Scanco Bar Code suite. One-piece RF units can include built-in scanners, mini-keyboards, and displays.

Wireless Access

The Scanco Bar Code suite also includes radio frequency transmitters and receivers for setting up wireless access points within warehouse
or production facilities. RF equipment complies with current WI-FI industry standards. Systems are available for connected and
disconnected use in both local area network (LAN) and wide area network (WAN) environments.

Bar Code Label Printing

Scanco provides integrated label printing solutions for MAS 90 and MAS 200 providing customers with plug-and-play label printers and
easy-to-use design programs. The label printing and design solutions allow customers to choose different bar code fonts, font sizes,
orientation, label sizes, and other options to create professional thermal labels for inventory, sales order shipping, invoice data entry,
purchase order receipt of goods, and more. Different label templates can be created and maintained to comply with varying customer
label requirements.

RFID Label Printing

Scanco provides cutting-edge radio frequency identification (RFID) label printers for companies who must comply with customermandated RFID requirements. Data from the Sage MAS 90 or 200 database can be used to create RFID labels for shipments to
customers like Wal-Mart, the U.S. Department of Defense, or other customers who require RFID tags on packaging.

Data Validation

Unlike manual data entry which is prone to human error, the Scanco Bar Code suite validates data against the Sage MAS 90 or 200
database preventing costly errors such as entering invalid SKU numbers or shipping the wrong product to a customer.

Consulting and
Implementation Services

Scanco has provided distributors and manufacturers with bar code technologies since 1988. The company's team of seasoned
professionals are available to assist with bar code implementations to complement the consulting services provided by Sage MAS 90 and
200 partners.
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